Eradani Connect is an extensible framework that allows you to easily connect disparate languages and DevOps tools to your traditional IBM i applications and development environments so you can modernize incrementally using the new generation of developers.

- Connect new applications built in languages like Node.js, Python and Java to your existing IBM i applications using standard REST calls through the Eradani Connect Framework. Eradani Connect translates the REST calls to IBM i program, procedure, command calls and DB2 access calls. It then returns results in JSON.
- Componentize and API enable your applications so you can adopt new technologies easily.
- View all development activity across all platforms using Eradani Connect’s DevOps plugins to popular issue tracking tools like Jira.
With Eradani Connect, get support for your open source for IBM i from Eradani experts

Eradani Experts at your service
Eradani Development Experts developed the first commercial open source Node.js and Angular applications for IBM i.
Eradani Open Source Experts built applications for IBM i using open source tools like Git for more than a decade.

Eradani Connect makes it easy to start moving your IBM i development to new, open, portable technologies that can be built and maintained by the new generation of developers.